Abstract. The relevance of 3D image formation in computer vision systems being applied in aviation is caused by the need to solve many problems using helicopter and unmanned aviation. These problems include mounting of various technical installations with the help of helicopter, rescue mission in complex terrain as well as landing helicopter on unknown sites. The work considers the possibility to use two alternative methods to form 3D images of the underlying surface from the sequence of 2D images obtained with the help of stereo pair placed on aircraft. The first method is based on applying the algorithm of flat image combination to three-dimensional case with the help of homography matrix. The mathematical apparatus developed for the case of flat homography with arbitrary number of key points is generalized to a three-dimensional case. Homography matrix takes into account all kinds of point cloud deformations (shift, rotation, scale change) and allows to obtain the final solution in one step. The second method of point cloud combination is based on applying an iterative procedure to sequentially refine the transformation of one point cloud into the other. In every iteration the key points are found using FAST algorithm. Correspondence between them is established using non-dense optical flow algorithm, optimum estimate of rotation matrix is found in accordance with Kabsch algorithm.
Introduction
The article presents the research results of two methods to reconstruct 3D images of underlying surface in the Earth's plane based on the sequence of flat video images of this surface obtained from aircraft (AC) with the help of stereo pair. Image processing is supposed to be performed in an onboard computer in real-time mode. The reconstruction process of underlying surface 3D images is associated with the solution of several interrelated tasks: point clouds sequence formation based on depth maps and matrix with camera parameters; determination of key points on a pair of neighbouring images and establishing the correspondence between them; combination of current and previous point clouds. Conversion of one point cloud to the other involves two transformations: performing point cloud rotation in space and shift along the vector. The transformations required can be performed either simultaneously during the process of transformation with the help of homography matrix, or sequentially, usually after several iterations.
The object of the research
The object of the research is the process of converting 2D images of the underlying surface into point clouds in 3 R space with further "sewing" these clouds into a single 3D image. The problem of clouds sewing has the following mathematical statement: Two point clouds (1)
The transformation parameters F are found from the condition
are column vectors, the elements of which are the coordinates of appropriate points from point clouds being sewn.
Solving the problem of combining two point clouds requires solving two particular problems:
of appropriate point pairs in coincident point clouds;
2) determining the transformation parameters F (rotation matrix R and shift vector t ). The most difficult one is the first task. The known methods to solve it can be divided into three groups:
1) surface feature identification of compared point sets [1] ; 2) usage of spin image signatures [2, 3] ; 3) complete point permutation in clouds being compared [4] . Correct determination of the relationships between appropriate parts of point cloud pair allows them to be combined in one step. Otherwise, it is necessary to use multi-step registration procedures, which sequentially reduce error, but require correspondingly large cost of computational time for their implementation.
Methods of the research
The authors have developed an algorithm based on the usage of spin image signatures [2, 3] 
For each sum in the composition (3) there are points
, in each of which the minimum of corresponding sum from (3) is reached. 
The result of the second cloud points conversion by formula (1) is shown in figure 2 . Now it's necessary to perform appropriate point search in a cloud pair using algorithm (3) The analysis of obtained correspondences between points of two surfaces proved their correctness. However, the algorithm "eliminated" some set of true correspondences, leaving only 45 pairs of Image Processing and Earth Remote Sensing A I Novikov, A I Efimov and D A Kolchaev points. In this case, as it can be seen below, this number of points is enough to perform proper surface combination.
By analogy with the problem of combining two-dimensional images using homography matrix, the problem of combining (sewing) two point clouds
can be solved by homography in 3 R space. We will search a matrix of the following type: Having eliminated parameter  from the system of equations (6), we obtain a system of linear algebraic equations (SLAE) for each pair of appropriate points 
. Where: A -block matrix of 15 
 k
order: 
Due to measurement errors, matrix equality (6) may not be fulfilled for some points from point clouds. We will look for matrix H , which minimizes the distance between points of one set and preimages of the other one. Problems to find homography matrices in transformation of one set of points to another set of points with an arbitrary number of points in them, both in two-dimensional case and in three-dimensional case, are formulated identically Where    -Euclidean norm.
The solution of task (7) with three-dimensional homography by least square method leads to normal SLAE [5] 
The right side of normal equation (8) has the following form:
In these expressions   , .... We apply the algorithm of three-dimensional homography for point cloud combination shown in fig.2 . The system of linear algebraic equations that follows from matrix equation (8) consists of 45 equations with respect to 15 unknowns -elements of homography matrix in three-dimensional caseand is considered to be a redefined SLAE. Normal pseudo solution [6, 7] of this system was found as the solution of SLAE (8) .
Homography matrix obtained as the result of SLAE solution (8) that ensures point cloud combination (transformation of first point cloud to second) has the following form Let's now explore the influence of errors while determining point coordinates in point clouds on the accuracy of surface combination with homography matrix. We shall add normally distributed random component with zero mathematical expectation and given noise level to coordinate z in each point cloud. Let's perform two experiments. In the first 
Figure 4. Point cloud combination results in points projection on
Oxy plane at noise level
The research allows to make the following conclusion: 3D Surfaces combination based on one point cloud transformation to the other using homography matrix gives good results at precisely known point coordinates in point clouds and requires low computational costs. However, even low level of errors in point coordinates in clouds being combined can lead to significant distortions of combining results.
Unstable results of 3D image combination with the help of homography matrix force to look for other combination methods. A method intended to form 3D images of underlying surface in an onboard computer of aircraft must meet serious requirements for both speed and precision of results. These requirements are generally satisfied by sequential refinement method to transform one point cloud to the other. In the algorithm proposed, point cloud formation is made from a sequence of 2D image pairs of the underlying surface obtained from stereo pair placed on aircraft. Point cloud sewing is performed through the use of Kabsch algorithm [8] . The algorithm consists of several interrelated blocks, each of which solves its own independent task, namely:
-Block for depth maps formation from a sequence of 2D images pairs of the underlying surface from the stereo pair; -Block for point cloud sequence formation based on depth maps and a matrix containing camera parameters;
-Block for key points determination on i-th and (i +1)-th images using FAST algorithm [9] ; -Block to establish the correspondence between key points in a point cloud pair using LucasKanade non-dense optical flow algorithm [10] ; -Block to combine i-th and (i +1)-th point clouds with the search of rotation matrix R using Kabsch algorithm.
In the process of combining the images containing uniform surfaces (table, floor, flat areas of the earth's surface without pronounced features, etc.), the standard version of ICP algorithm gives poor results. On such surfaces, it is difficult to find key points and establish correspondences between them. Using FAST key point detector and optical flow algorithm in a stereo pair scheme allows finding key points on adjacent frames of flat images and establishing the correspondence between them in twodimensional space. The correspondences established between points on flat images allow finding correspondences between key points of points in three-dimensional space.
Image Processing and
The choice of FAST algorithm as a detector of key points is caused mostly by its high performance. Unlike other detectors using partial derivatives calculation, this algorithm is based on direct comparison of investigated pixel brightness and therefore has a minimum number of computational operations. FAST algorithm constructs a circle of 16 pixels inscribed in a square with the side of 7 pixels. The brightness of each of these pixels is compared with the brightness of a central pixel and is referred to one of three classes (darker, comparable, brighter ones). As a result, set P of all checked pixels is divided into three subsets, the decision tree is constructed in accordance with algorithm [9] . The decision tree built is used to identify singular points.
Depth map is constructed on the basis of determining displacement value between corresponding pixels of left and right images. The search of a corresponding pixel in a row is made by a window of specified size passing through image and determining objective function maximum. To improve the quality of a depth map received, cameras are calibrated, image rectification is performed [13] , and image filtration and improvement for example using the method described in [14] can also be made. Figure 5a shows depth map in pseudo coloring, where values of disparities are respectively large (red) and small (blue) from red to blue.
On the second step, point clouds i P and
are formed for i-th and (i+1)-th frames by displaying corresponding depth maps to three-dimensional space using matrix H containing camera parameters. Figure 5b shows a three-dimensional point cloud formed at this stage.
The third step of the algorithm is designed to search multiple key point pairs. Key points on i-th image are found by FAST detector. For key points found, using optical flow, appropriate points on (i +1)-th image (Figure 5c ) are found. In the method considered, optical flow is realized using LucasKanade algorithm [10] and its enhancement in [15] . Step-by-step results of modified iterative point cloud combination algorithm. or, in a matrix form
Then, a covariance matrix is calculated (12) and then its singular decomposition is found 
Conclusion
The computational formulas are obtained and the study on model images of 3D image combination algorithm based on homography matrix usage is carried out. On the basis of this approach, the algorithm to find appropriate points in combined clouds is proposed. The algorithm is based on spin image signatures application. Homography matrix allows taking into account all kinds of possible point cloud transformations. The algorithm can operate in real time and it provides good quality of surface combination in the absence of errors in coordinate assignment of points in clouds being combined. At the same time, in the process of research this method was shown to be very sensitive to perturbations of point coordinates in point clouds being combined. A modified version of ICP iterative algorithm, which provides the solution to the task of 3D images of underlying surface reconstruction in real time with good quality, is proposed. Main differences between the proposed variant of an iterative algorithm and its classical variant are the application of Lucas-Kanade algorithm of non-dense optical flow together with FAST algorithm to form a set of key point pairs as well as Kabsch algorithm to find rotation matrix.
